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To all, Luhon, it 77 (tity concern: 
Be it known that I, CLARENCE D. LUKENS, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of the city of St. Louis and State of Missouri, 
have invented a certain new and useful Ser 
refin, of which the following is a specification. 
The principal objects of this invention are 

to avoid the necessity for surgical sutures and 
to produce a device for holding together the 
edges of a wound that is simple of application 
and capable of use by unskilled persons. 
The invention consists in the device herein 

after described and claimed. 
In the accompanying drawings, which form 

part of this specification, and in which like 
symbols refer to like parts wherever they oc 
cur, Figure 1 is an edge view of a serrefin or 
surgical splint made in accordance with my point. It is generally intended that the ser 
invention. Fig. 2 is a bottom view thereof. refin or splint shall remain in place until 
Fig. 3 is a view of the serrefin or splint as it union of the parts has taken place. 

Figs. 1 and 2, and properly inserted in any 
Suitable gripping device, (such as illustrated, 
for example, in dottedlines in Fig. 3.) and the 
same is placed across the incision to be closed. 
Upon pressing the handles together, so that 
the jaws approach each other, the tangs are 
pressed into the skin to bring the edges of 
the wound or incision together. When the 
jaws are so brought together, the serrefin or 
splint will bend at the weakest point Orpoints. 

between the ends, as shown in Figs. 1 to 4, 
then the serrefins or splints will bend at these 
points. If such reduced portions are prop 
early located, the Serrefin or splint, when ap 
plied as shown in Fig. 3, will present a com 
paratively broad flat surface at its highest 

appeal's When applied. Fig. 4 is a cross-sec- It is obvious that the strip may be reduced 
tion on line 4 4 of Fig. 1; and Fig. 5 shows a at but one point between its ends, in which 
front and edge view of a modification, herein- case, when the serrefin or splint is applied, it 
after referred to. will be bent into a V shape instead of into a 

Referring to Figs. 1 to 4, the Serrefin or substantial U shape; also that it may be 
splint consists of a main body portion 7 and weakened intermediate its ends by othel 
wide curled or rolled ends S. The centers of means-as, for example, by scoring the strip 
these rolled portions are located to one side as indicated at 10 in Fig. 5, or by decreasing 
of the plane of the body portion to determine the thickness of the strip by any means. Fur 
the direction of bending. Projecting from thermore, the points at which pressure is ex 
the curled or rolled ends are widely-separated erted to apply the strip are outside of the plane 
tangs 9, which are preferably struck up from of the body of the strip. In other words, they 
the strip of material used. Between the ends are offset from the body portion. For this rea 
of the serrefin or splint and preferably on op- son the strip may be easily bent even though 
posite sides of a central transverse line the it is not weakened at all. 
body portion is weakened by reducing the While the tangs are described as being 
width of the strip, as indicated at 10, by which struck up from the strip, it is obvious that 
means small neck portions are formed. The they may be formed in other ways. 
material used for the strip may be metal (pref- While I have herein illustrated and de 
erably a German-silver composition) or any scribed certain means embodying my inven 
other material having the proper qualities. tion, I desire it to be understood that the in 
The material used should be preferably such vention is not limited to the details shown and 
as will be capable of bending at the desired described, but that they may be considerably 
points, so as to bring the tangs into effective varied without departing from my invention. 
position; but it should be stiff enough to pre- What I claim is 
vent its being displaced by the strain to which 1. A serrefin comprising a body-strip hav 
it is subjected in use and it should be of such ing wide ends and widely-separated tangs at 
a character as will prevent any deleterious each end. 
result to the patient. 2. A serrefill comprising a strip having a 
When the serrefin or splint is to be applied, body portion and wide ends offset therefrom, 

it is taken in its flat condition, as shown in and widely-separated tangs on the offset ends. 

If the splint is provided with reduced portions 
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3. A serrefin comprising a strip having a and provisions weakening the strip on oppo 
body portion and wide curled ends offset 
therefrom, and widely-separated tangs pro 
jecting from the offset ends. : 

4. A serrefin comprising a body-strip hav 
ing clamping-surfaces at the ends theredf, 
tangs projecting from said clamping-Surfaces, 
and means weakening the strip between the 
ends. 

5. A serrefin comprising a body-strip hav 
ing clamping-surfaces at its ends, tangs pro 
jecting from each of said clamping-surfaces, 
and means weakening the strip between the 
ends. 

6. A serrefin comprising a body-strip hav 
ing its ends curled or rolled into clamping 
surfaces, and provisions weakening the strip 
on opposite sides of a central transverse line. 

7. A Serrefin comprising a body-strip hav 
ing clamping-surfaces at the ends thereof, 
tangs projecting from said clamping-surfaces, 

site sides of a central transverse line. 
S. A serrefin comprising a body-strip hav 

ing broad clamping-surfaces at the ends there: 
of, tangs projecting from each of said clamp 
ing-surfaces, and provisions weakening the 
strip on opposite sides of a central transverse 
line. 

9. A serrefin comprising a strip, cylindrical 
portions on the ends thereof, tangs projecting 
from said cylindrical portions, and reduced or 
neck portions between the said ends. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 

25 

name to this specification in the presence of 35 
two subscribing witnesses. 

St. Louis, Missouri, February 14, 1903. 
CLARENCE TO. LUKENS. 

Witnesses: 
T. PERCY CARR, 
J. B. MIEGOWN. 

  


